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Let G and G' be finite groups with isomorphic holomorphs. It has been

shown that if G and G' are abelian, then G and G' are isomorphic^). The ob-

ject of this paper is to show that if G is abelian, then G' is also abelian and

hence isomorphic to G. Thus if G is not isomorphic to G', then neither G nor

G' is abelian(2). In [5] it was pointed out that two finite groups with iso-

morphic holomorphs are not necessarily isomorphic. In fact if «Sí 3, the di-

hedral and dicyclic groups of order 4« have isomorphic holomorphs.

1. Definitions. Let G be a group and let A be its group of automorphisms.

The set H of all pairs (g,o), gÇLG, oÇ^A, forms a group under the composition

(1) (f, »)(*, r) = (go-h, ar).

We let e and / be the identity elements of G and A respectively. Then (e, I)

is the identity of H. Furthermore the inverse of (a, <r) is (o-_1a_1, <r~l). The

group H is called the holomorph(3) of G. By identifying the element gGG

with the element (g, I) we obtain an imbedding of G in H. It is clear that G

is an invariant subgroup of H and that every automorphism of G can be ex-

tended to an inner automorphism of H.

The centralizer G* of G in H is called the conjoint of G. Thus (a, <r)GG*

if and only if (a, (?)g = g(a, o) for all g in G. This is equivalent to <rg = a~lga.

Thus the conjoint G* consists of all elements of the form (a, t0), where ra

is the inner automorphism corresponding to the element a. The mapping

r\ defined by

(2) v(a, c) = (a-\ r^c)

is an automorphism of H mapping G onto G*. Therefore G is isomorphic to

G* and we can regard H as the holomorph of both G and G*. Now r¡2 is the

identity automorphism, and hence y maps G* onto G. It follows that G is the

centralizer of G*. We note that Gi\G* is the center of G, and that v maps

Presented to the Society, December 28, 1951; received by the editors March 22, 1952.

(') In fact this result is true for abelian groups with a finite number of generators. See

[5]. (Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.)

(2) G. A. Miller [3, p. 337] has asserted that the cyclic group of order 8 and the octic group

have the same holomorph. Since the holomorph of the former group has order 32, and that of

the latter has order 64, this is not the case.

(3) The holomorph and the conjoint can also be defined as the normalizer and the cen-

tralizer of a regular permutation group in the appropriate symmetric group. The automorphism

7j given by (2) is well known in this setting. See, for example, [4].
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every element of GC\G* into its inverse. Thus r\ maps every subgroup of

GC\G* onto itself. Furthermore if G is not an abelian group, then G^G*,

and since G is an invariant subgroup of H it follows that n is an outer auto-

morphism of H.

Let TV be another group with a holomorph 7/' isomorphic to H. Let 6 be

an isomorphism of H' onto H. We can identify Ä'GTZ' with 0A'G7/. Then TV

becomes an invariant subgroup of H, and 7/ is the holomorph of TV as well

as of G. Thus if two groups have isomorphic holomorphs we can assume

that they have the same group H as holomorph.

2. Some preliminary lemmas. We shall now establish several preliminary

lemmas for later use.

Lemma 1. Let H be the holomorph of a group G, and S an invariant subgroup

of H. Then the subset of G consisting of all first components of the elements of S

forms a characteristic subgroup of G.

Proof. Let (g, a) and (h, r) be arbitrary elements of S and let £ be an

arbitrary automorphism of G. Then since S is an invariant subgroup of H, S

contains the elements

(g, a)(e, o-h)(h, r)-He, o^r)"1

and

(e, {)(«. <r)(e, I)-1

which have ghrx and £g as first components. Therefore the first components

of S form a characteristic subgroup of G.

Lemma 2. If H is the holomorph of each of a collection of groups, Gx, G2, ■ ■ ■,

then the group G' = flG¿ is a characteristic subgroup of each of the groups G¡.

Proof. Each G, is an invariant subgroup of H. Hence G' is an invariant

subgroup of H. Therefore G' is mapped onto itself by each inner auto-

morphism of H, and hence by each automorphism of any given G¡. Therefore

G' is a characteristic subgroup of each G¡.

Lemma 3. Let G and TV be finite groups with the same holomorph H, and

let TV* be the conjoint of TV. // every element of G occurs at least once as the first

component of an element of TV, then G and TV have the same order, and each ele-

ment of G occurs exactly once as the first component of an element of TV, and

exactly once as the first component of an element of TV*.

Proof. Suppose that (e, £) is an element of TV* with first component the

identity, and let g be an arbitrary element of G. Then g occurs as the first

component of an element of TV, say (g, a). Since the elements of TV commute

with the elements of TV*, it follows that (e, £)(g, o) = (g, o-)(e, £) which implies

that £g=g. Thus %g = g for all gGG, and hence £ = /. It follows that TV* does
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not contain two elements (a, r) and (a, ¡j.) with the same first component.

Hence order A7*border G, and by hypothesis order G5= order N. Since N*

is isomorphic to N, it follows that N* and N have the same order. Therefore

G and N have the same order. It follows immediately that each element of G

occurs exactly once as the first component of an element of each of the groups

N and N*.

The next lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.

Lemma 4. // G is a proper subgroup of a finite group N and if H is the holo-

morph of N, then H is not the holomorph of G.

Lemma 4 does not exclude the possibility that a finite group and one of

its proper subgroups have isomorphic holomorphs. It seems to be difficult to

determine whether or not this can be the case.

Lemma 5. Let H be the holomorph of an abelian group G, and let S be an

invariant subgroup of H. Let (a, a) and b be arbitrary elements of S and G re-

spectively. Then ob/bÇ:Gr\S, a2GGPi.S, and (e, ct2)^S.

Proof. We need only show that crb/b, a2, and (e, a2) are elements of S.

Since S is an invariant subgroup of H, S contains the commutator

b~1(a, a)b(a, o)~l= crb/b. Now let X be the automorphism of G that sends each

element into its inverse. Then X is in the center of A, and since 51 is invariant,

5 contains (e, X)(a, o)(e, X)_1 = (a-1, <r). Hence 5 contains (a, o-)(a~1, a)~1=a2.

Finally S contains a~2(oa/a)~1(a, <t)2= (e, cr2).

3. The holomorph of a finite abelian group. In this section we collect

certain results about the holomorph of a finite abelian group that will be

needed later.

Let G be a finite abelian group with holomorph H. Then H contains at

most four invariant subgroups isomorphic to G. We shall now describe these

subgroups explicitly(4).

We write G as the direct product of its Sylow subgroups:

G = G(2) X G(pi) X G(p2) X • ■ • X G(pM),

where pi, • • • , Pm are distinct odd primes and G(p) is the Sylow subgroup of

G corresponding to the prime p. Of course it is not excluded that G(2) consists

of the identity alone. Now write G(2) as a direct product:

G(2) = Ci X C2 X F,

where Ci and C2 are cyclic groups of order u and v respectively, F is a group

whose elements have maximal order w, and u^v^w. Clearly u, v, and w are

powers of 2 uniquely determined by the group G. Let a and ß be generators of

Ci and C2 respectively. Put F' = G(pi)G(p2) • • • G(pM)F.

(*) See [5] for the determination of these subgroups.
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Let r be an odd integer, and 5 an even integer divisible by u/v. Then we

define automorphisms ip and w of G as follows:

■<Pg = ag = g    if    g G F',

\pa = ar, \pß = a*ßr,

coa = a1+sßs,    and    toß = ß1+s.

Let G(r, s) be the group obtained by adjoining (a, ip) and (ß, co) to the group

F'. The group G(r, s) is an invariant subgroup of 7/ isomorphic to G if and

only if r and s satisfy the following conditions:

(a) r = \ or r = \+u/2.

(b) 5 = 0 or s = u/2.

(c) If u = v then r = s-\-l.

(d) If v = w then 5 = 0.

(e) If u = 4 then r = l.

Under these conditions every element of G occurs exactly once as the first

component of an element of G(r, s). Conversely if Ç is an invariant subgroup

of // isomorphic to G such that every element of G occurs at least once as

the first component of an element of Ç, then Ç is one of the groups G(r, s)

where r and s satisfy the five given conditions. We note that in this case

(a, \p) has order u and (ß, œ) has order v. Hence there exists an isomorphism

of G onto Ç that maps a into (a, \p) and ß into (ß, w).

If Ç is an invariant subgroup of 7/ isomorphic to G such that not all ele-

ments of G occur as first components of elements of Ç, then u = 4,v = 2, w=l,

and (/is the group obtained by putting r = \, s = 2, and then adjoining (ß, \p)

and (e, to) to the group F'. We denote this group by G.

Now let Ç be any invariant subgroup of 7/ isomorphic to G. Then there

exists an automorphism (6) of 7/ mapping G onto Q, and hence 7/ is also the

holomorph of Ç. The following properties of Ç are consequences of the

above mentioned facts.

Property I. Either Ç=G; or ÇC^G is the group generated by a2, ß2,

and the elements of F'; or w>z;and Çr\G is the group generated by a2, ß, and

the elements of F'.

Proof. By Lemma 2, Çr\G is a characteristic subgroup of G. Furthermore

in all cases Çf~\G contains a2, ß2, and the elements of F'. Property I follows

at once.

Property II. There is an isomorphism 6 of Ç"onto G leaving every element

of Çr\G fixed.
Proof. If Q=G(r, s), then

d(a, i/0 = aU+r"2,    6(ß, a) =   j
if     5 =  2,

01+./2    if    J5¿2,

(6) See [5, pp. 390-392].
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and Of=/ for all/G/"' define such an isomorphism. If Ç=G, then 0(ß, \p) =a,

6(e, o¡) = ß, and 6f=f for all/G/"' define a suitable isomorphism 0.

Property III. If 0 is any isomorphism of Ç onto G, then 0 can be ex-

tended to an automorphism of H.

Proof. As noted above there exists an automorphism of H mapping G onto

Ç. Any automorphism of G can be extended to an automorphism of H.

Property III is an immediate consequence of these two facts.

Property IV. Suppose the order of G is a power of 2, u>v, and that G

is not the group of order 8 and type (4, 2). Suppose ßQC and let f be the

automorphism of G such that fg=g1+u/2, for all gGG. Then there is an iso-

morphism of G onto Ç that maps ß into (ß, f).

Proof. The case u = 4, v = 2, w = i, is excluded by hypothesis. Hence Ç

is one of the groups G{r, s). Since ß(£C, it follows that coS/ and hence s SO.

This implies v>w by condition (d) and s = u/2 by condition (b). Since

u>v we have ß" — e and hence co = f. Hence there is an isomorphism of G onto

Ç that maps ß into (ß, f).
Property V. If Ç=G(r, s) and if the order of G is a power of 2, then

(a, xj/) and its conjugates in H generate Ç.

Proof, (a, \p) is an element of Ç of maximal order. Hence the conjugates

of (a, \¡/) are the elements of Ç of maximal order. Hence these elements gen-

erate Ç.
If G has odd order then G itself is the only invariant abelian subgroup of

H isomorphic to G. Hence we have:

Property VI. If G has odd order, then G is a characteristic subgroup of H.

Property VI enables us to prove the following theorem.

Theorem \. If H is the holomorph of an abelian group G of odd order, then

H has only inner automorphisms^).

Proof. Let 0 be any automorphism of H. Byr Property VI, 9 maps G onto

itself. Hence there exists an inner automorphism p of H such that Op leaves

every element of G fixed. Let X be the automorphism of G that maps every

element of G onto its inverse. Then Op maps (e, X) into an element of the

form {b, X). Choose c such that c2 = b. If tc is the inner automorphism of H

corresponding to the element c, then @=0prc maps (e, X) and every element

of G into itself. Now let a be an arbitrary element of A. Then @(e, o) is of

the form (d, a). Since (e, X) commutes with (e, a) it follows that 0(e, X)

= (e, X) and ®(e, a) = (d, a) commute with each other. Hence \d = d or d2 = e,

which implies that d = e. It follows at once that 0 is the identity automor-

(6) This was first proved by G. A. Miller [2]. Miller established Property VI and then used

an earlier result of Burnside [1] to prove the theorem. Burnside's result states that if G is an

abelian group of odd order, and if G is a characteristic subgroup of its holomorph H, then H

has only inner automorphisms. Burnside's result is equivalent to the statement that the first

cohomology group Hl(A, G) is trivial. This is not true for the cyclic group of order 4.
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phism of H. Hence 6 is an inner automorphism.

Now let p be a prime dividing the order of G. Each automorphism <b of

the Sylow subgroup G(p) can be identified with the automorphism (b' of G

such that <b'g=<t>g for gÇHG(p) and <t>'g=g for any g G G with order relatively

prime to p. Then the holomorph Hp of G(p) can be regarded as a subgroup of

the holomorph 7/ of G. Clearly Hp is an invariant subgroup of H. Hv is not

necessarily a characteristic subgroup of H. However, we can now establish:

Lemma 6. Hp contains a nontrivial characteristic subgroup of H.

Proof. Let 0 be any automorphism of H. Then 6 maps G onto one of the

groups Ç listed above. By inspection of the possible groups Ç we see that 6

maps G(p) onto a subgroup 0G(p) of Hp. The set of all such subgroups 6G(p)

clearly generates a nontrivial subgroup of Hp that is a characteristic subgroup

of H.

Let Hi, H2, ••-,//( be the holomorphs of the nontrivial Sylow subgroups

of G. It is easily shown that 7/ is the direct product of the //<:

(3) H = HxXH2X ■ ■ ■ XHt.

We shall now show that each of the groups Hi is indecomposable in the sense

that it cannot be written as the direct product of two nontrivial subgroups.

Theorem 2. Let G be an abelian group of prime power order. Then H, the

holomorph of G, is indecomposable.

Proof. Suppose H = Si X S2 is a decomposition of 7/ into the direct product

of two of its subgroups. Let (gi, r/i) and (g2, a2) be arbitrary elements of Si

and S2 respectively. Then (gu Ox)(gi, o-2) = (g2, <r2)(gi, eri). Comparing first

components we have gio"ig2 = g2c2gi or o-ig2/g2 = <r2gi/gi. Now Si and S2 are in-

variant subgroups of 7/and hence, by Lemma 5, <Tig2/g2GSi and ff2gi/giGS2.

It follows that o"ig2/g2 = o-2gi/gi = e or

(4) o-xgi = gi    and    c2gi = gx.

Now let S be an element of G of maximal order. Then 5 can be written

in the form

(5) 0 = (a, a)(b, r),

where (a, <t)(ElSx and (b, t)Ç£S2. Comparing first components of (5) and using

(4) we have h=aab = ab. Since G is an abelian group of prime power order,

it follows that either a or b has maximal order. Without loss of generality we

may suppose that a is an element of G of maximal order. Now by Lemma 1,

the set of all first components of elements of Si forms a characteristic sub-

group G' of G. Now G' contains a, an element of maximal order. Hence

Gf = G, and every element of G occurs as first component of an element of Si.

Now if (g2, cr2) is an element of S2, then by (4) we have <r2g = g for all gGG.
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Hence a2 = I. Therefore S2ÇZG.

It follows at once that r = / in (5). Hence a = I. Therefore Si(~\G con-

tains a, an element of G of maximal order. Clearly Sif^G is an invariant

subgroup of H and hence a characteristic subgroup of G. Therefore Sii\G = G

or GÇZSi. Hence S2QGQSi. It follows that S2 consists of the identity alone.

This proves Theorem 2.

Corollary. The decomposition (3) is a decomposition of H into the direct

product of indecomposable groups.

4. The reduction to the prime power case. As before we suppose that G

is a finite abelian group with holomorph H. Let N be an arbitrary group with

the same holomorph //. We shall prove that Af is abelian.

The holomorph H has the decomposition (3) into the direct product of

the groups Hi. Hence the centralizer of any subgroup of H can be written in

the form /1X/2X • ■ • XJi where J,C¡i/;. If N* is the conjoint of N, then

each of the groups N and N* is the centralizer of the other in H. Hence we

can write

(6) N = JiXJiX ■ • ■ XJ,

and

N* = KiX K2X ■ ■ ■ X Kt,

where /,• and Ki are subgroups of i/¿. Clearly Ki is the centralizer of /¿ in

Hi.
Now suppose that for some j, /,• consists of the identity alone. Then

Kj = Hj. By Lemma 6, H¡ contains a nontrivial characteristic subgroup C

of H. Now there exists an automorphism of H mapping N* onto N. Hence

CÇN. Therefore CÇZNÎMTj = Jj, a contradiction. Therefore (6) is a decom-

position of N into the direct product of / nontrivial subgroups /,-.

Each Ji is an invariant subgroup of //, and hence a characteristic sub-

group of N. It follows that the holomorph H of N is the direct product of

the holomorphs of the groups Jt:

(7) H = LiXL2X ■ ■ ■ X Lt,

where L< is the holomorph of /¿. Then comparing the decompositions (3)

and (7) we obtain from the Krull-Schmidt theorem the fact that each L{ is

isomorphic to one of the groups H¡.

Thus N is the direct product of groups /,-, each one of which has a holo-

morph isomorphic to the holomorph of an abelian group of prime power

order. The question of the existence of a non-abelian group N and a finite

abelian group G with isomorphic holomorphs is reduoed to the case where G

is a group of prime power order.
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Let n be the order of G.

5. The case n odd. If 7/ is the holomorph of a non-abelian group, then

it has the outer automorphism -n given by (2). Hence by Theorem 1 a group

that is not abelian and an abelian group of odd order cannot have iso-

morphic holomorphs. It follows that if the order of G is a power of an odd

prime, then TV is abelian. There remains the case where n is a power of 2.

6. The case n = 2m—preliminaries. We suppose now that G is an abelian

group with order 2m, w —1. Since G and TV have the same holomorph H,

it follows that every element of H can be written as a pair (a, a), aGG,

oE.A, or as a pair [a', ' <r'], a'G A7', or' an automorphism of TV. We shall use

parentheses and brackets to distinguish the two notations. Multiplication of

two elements of 7/ is given by (1) for both notations. If S is a subgroup of 7/

we shall write Qi(S) for the set of all elements a{ that occur as the ith com-

ponent of the elements (ax, a2) of S. Clearly Q2(S) is a group. If S is an in-

variant subgroup of H, then Çi(S) is a characteristic subgroup of G by

Lemma 1.

Throughout the remainder of this paper we shall use the notation intro-

duced in §3. Since the order of G is a power of 2, we have G = G(2) = Ci

XC2XF. Furthermore u is now the maximal order of the elements of G.

Let TV* be the conjoint of TV and let r¡ be any automorphism of 7/ of order

2 that maps TV onto TV* and that maps every subgroup of NC\N* onto itself.

Such an automorphism is given by (2). Clearly r¡ maps G onto an invariant

subgroup Çoi H. We have r]G=Ç, r,Ç=G, r¡N = N*, and VN* = N.

Lemma 7. Any element contained in three of the four groups G, Ç, TV, and TV*

is contained in the fourth group.

Proof. By Properties II and III of Ç, there is an automorphism 9 of H

mapping Ç onto G that leaves every element of Çf^G fixed. Now 6r¡ maps G

onto itself. By Lemma 2, Cí^GÍ^N is a characteristic subgroup of G, and

hence Or) maps Cr\Gi\N onto itself. Now 6 leaves every element of Ç(~^G

fixed and hence maps Çr\GC\N onto itself. Therefore -q maps ÇC\GC\N

onto itself. Furthermore r\ maps Ç onto G, G onto Ç, and TV onto TV*, and

hence it maps ÇnGfW onto GC\ÇnN*. Therefore

(8) Cr\Gi\N = Çr\GC\ N*.

Now GÍ\Nr\N* is a subgroup of NC\N*. Therefore r¡ maps GHTVfW* onto

itself. Furthermore r¡ maps GHTVHTV* onto ÇHN*nN. Hence

(9) GD NC\N* = Çr\N(^N*.

Lemma 7 is an immediate consequence of (8) and (9).
«

Lemma 8. // k is an integer, then a2*GTV if and only if a^GTV*.
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Proof. By Property I, a2ÇLÇ(^G. Lemma 8 follows at once from Lemma 7.

Lemma 9. // GSA7, then the groups Gf^N and Gi\N* contain no elements

of order u.

Proof. Gi^N is a characteristic subgroup of G by Lemma 2 and a proper

subgroup of G by Lemma 4. Now u is the maximal order of the elements of G.

Hence GC\N contains no elements of order u. Similarly GC\N* contains no

elements of order u.

Lemma 10. Either GC^NCZN* or GC\N*ÇZN.

Proof. If Gr\NÇZÇ, then Gr\NQÇr\Gr\NQN* by Lemma 7. Similarly
if Gr\N*çzÇ, then Gr\N*QN. Thus it is sufficient to consider the case GSA7,

Gr\Nç£Ç, and Gr\N*QÇ.
Let g be an element of Gi^N such that gG(/. Then g is not of order u by

Lemma 9. By Property I, we have u>v and g is of the form a2kß"f where q is

odd and /G/". Since Gi^N and GC\Ç are characteristic subgroups of G it

follows that GC\N contains an element of the form <x2kß which is not con-

tained in Ç. Since a2 G (7 by Property I, it follows that Ç contains no ele-

ments of the form a2kß. We can suppose that k is the smallest positive integer

such that <x2kß(EN. Similarly N* contains an element of the form a2k'ß and

we can suppose that k' is the smallest positive integer such that a2*'/? G A7*.

Clearly k and k' are both powers of 2. Without loss of generality we can sup-

pose that k'\ k. Now a2kß is an element of G and N but not an element of Ç.

Hence by Lemma 7 it is not an element of A7*. Therefore ¿'S& and so

2k'\k. Now since GC\N* is a characteristic subgroup of G it follows that

a*i'£.Gr\N*. Hence a2k£;N*, and by Lemma 8 we have a2k£.N. Therefore

j8GA\ Furthermore since a2kß$N* we have ßQN*. Also k'^1 and so k^2.

Therefore a2&N. Thus we have u>v^2, ß(=N, ßQN*, and a2$N.

It follows from Lemma 5 that a does not occur as the first component of

an element of N. Hence by Lemma 1 no element of order u occurs as first

component of an element of N. Therefore if f is the automorphism of G such

that fg = g1+u/2 for all gGG, then (e, f)GA7*.
Now if G is the group of order 8 and type (4, 2), then a2 is contained in

the center of H and hence belongs to N, a contradiction. Except in this case,

by Property IV, there is an isomorphism of G onto Ç that maps ß into

(ß, f). Therefore r\ followed by a suitable inner automorphism of H maps

ß into (ß, f). Now since ßGN it follows that (ß, f)GA^*. This yields /3GA7*,
a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 10.

Having established Lemma 10 we can now assume, without loss of gen-

erality, that Gr\NÇZN*. Since N* is the centralizer of N it follows that GC\N

is contained in the center of A7. We shall now use this»fact to establish several

identities.

Let {a, <r) and (b, r) be elements of N, and let g be an arbitrary element of
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G. Then by Lemma 5, a2 and crg/g are elements of GDN and hence belong to

the center of TV. Therefore

a2(a, a) = (a, <r)a2

and

(b, r)(o-g/g) = (cg/g)(b, r).

These two identities yield

(10) (o-a/a)2 = e

and

(11) r(ag/g) = ag/g.

We can rewrite (11) in the form ro-g=Tgag/g. Interchanging a and r we ob-

tain OTg=crgTg/g. Hence we have rog = arg. This holds for all gÇzG. Therefore

ra=OT. It follows that the commutator (a, <r)(b, r)(a, o-)_1(ô, t)-1 is an ele-

ment of Gi^N. We have proved the following lemma:

Lemma 11. The commutator subgroup of TV is a subgroup of GC\N.

If we put (b, t) = (a, o), then (11) becomes

(12) o-(cg/g) = ag/g.

Using (12) we can show, by induction on k, that

(13) <r"g=(n/g)kg

and

(14) (a, c)k = (ak(<ra/a)k(k-Vl2, <rk)

for all positive integral k.

Now o-g/gGGPiTV. It follows from Lemma 9 that (o"g/g)"/2 = e. Then by

(13) we have <rul2g=g for all gGG. Hence

(15) <7"'2 = /.

Now by (14) we have

(16) (a, <r)" = (o-a/a)«<«-D/2 = e.

Let u' be the maximal order of the elements of TV. Then from (16) it follows

that

(17) u'\u.

Hence u' is a power of 2 and g'u' =e for all g'GTV. »

Let [a', o-'] be an element of G and g' an element of TV. Then GC\N con-

tains the commutator
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g'-'W, e'W, a']"1 = g'-Wfr'gW-i = g'-Ko'g')x,

where x is the commutator of cr'g'-1 and a'. By Lemma 11, x is an element of

GC\N and hence g'~lo'g' is an element of GC\N. Since GC\N is contained in

the center of TV it follows that g' and o'g' commute, and we can write a'g'/g'

GGP\TV. Now since [a', a'] and cr'g'/g' are both elements of G they commute.

It follows that

(18) «'(¿¿/g1) = (cr'g'/g')-

From (18) it follows that

(19) a">¿ = (cr'g'/g') Y

and

(20) [a', <j'}k = [«"((tV/«')'!'-'»2,/']

for all positive integral k. From (19) we have o~'u'g'=g' for all g'GTV. Hence

a'u' is the identity automorphism of TV. Now (20) yields [a', cr']2u' = e for all

[a', er'] GG. Thus we have

(21) «| 2«'.

Now if u' = 2, then every element of TV other than the identity has order 2

and hence TV is abelian. Hence without loss of generality we can suppose

(22) u' > 2.

We are now in a position to prove that u and u' are equal.

Lemma 12. u = u'.

Proof. From (17) and (21) it follows that either m = m' or u — 2u'. Suppose

u = 2u'. Since « is a power of 2, u' is also a power of 2. Let [a', a'] be an ele-

ment of G of maximal order u. Then (20) yields

e jt [a', o-'Y' = (c'a'/a')»'(«'-Vi2 = (a'a'/a'y'l2.

Thus GC\N contains the element a'a'/a' of order u' = u/2. Now G has at

most two proper characteristic subgroups that contain elements of order w/2,

namely the group of all squares, and the group generated by the elements of

order w/2, which contains all squares. Therefore, since GC\N is a character-

istic subgroup of G, it follows that g2GGP\TV for all gGG. Hence [a', a']2

GGHTV which implies that er'2 is the identity automorphism of TV. Then (19)

yields (o-'a'/a')2 = e. Therefore u'^2, which contradicts the assumption (22)

that u'>2. It follows that u = u'.

Since w = w'>2 we have 4|w. We now distinguish, two cases.

7. The case n = 2m, <2i(TV)=G. We shall suppose first that Qx(N)=G,

in other words that each element of G occurs at least once as the first com-
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ponent of an element of N. We shall show that in this case N is one of the

groups G{r, s) described in §3.

By Lemma 3 each element of G occurs exactly once as the first com-

ponent of an element of N. Let (a, <r) be the element of N that contains a as

first component. Now a2 G A7 by Lemma 5. Since Gi^N is a characteristic

subgroup of G, and since a is an element of G of maximal order, it follows

that

(23) g2 G N    for all g^G.

Again by Lemma 5 we have (e, <r2)GiV. Now the identity (e, I) is an element

of A7 with first component e. Hence a2 = I. It follows from (13) that

(24) (cg/g)2 = e

for all gÇîG. Now if r is any element of A such that ra = a, then N contains

the elements (a, <x) and

(e, r)(a, cr)(e, t)_1 = (ra, tctt-1) = (a, tctt~1)

and hence tot~1 = o or t<x = ot. It follows that roa = cttcl = cra for all tG^4 for

which Td = a. Since a is an element of G of maximal order it follows that oa>

is an odd power of a, say aa — ctr. Now (24) yields (aa/a) 2 — e and hence we

have

(a') r = 1    or    r = 1 + u/2.

Now for each tG-4 for which ra=a and r/3 = j3 we have Tcrß = crTß = o-ß.

Therefore <rß = a'sßR for suitable integral s and R. Since (crß/ß)2 = e it follows

that

(b') í = 0    or   s = u/2.

Now let r be any element of A such that Ta = a, and put t/3 = /3c. Then

T0"=OT,

(7T/3 = <r(/3c) = asßRo-c,

and

r<r/3 = r(o;s/3Ä) = asßRcB.

Hence ac = cR. It is possible to choose r so that c = aulv. Hence oltuIv = o~oluIv

= aRulv. Therefore ru/v=Ru/v (mod u) and hence r = R (mod zi). It follows

that ßr = ßR and without loss of generality we can put R = r. If/is an arbitrary

element of F it is possible to choose t so that c=f. Hence o/=/r for all/G/".

Thus we see that r and 5 determine a completely. We shall now obtain certain

further restrictions on r and s that will allow us to conclude that N is abelian.

Suppose first that u — v. Then we can choose <¡>CzA such that <pa = ß, and

<pß = a. Then N contains
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(a, a)(e, <b)(a, c)(e, e/.)"1 = (a^'ß*, ccba^1).

Now since 4|w, it follows that 5 and r — 1 are even and hence (23) yields

asôr_1GTV. Therefore (aß, <r<po-<p~1)Ç.N. Furthermore there is an auto-

morphism ¿G^4 such that %a = aß. Then (£a, £o-£-1) = (aß, ¿-erf-1) is an element

of TV and hence £cr¿_1 = (rc/)(T</)_1. Now

frfKaß) = iaa = %cf = (aß)r

and

<T<t><r<trl(aß) = c(arßr+s) = c{aß(ar-1ßr+s"1)}  = (aßy+s

since er leaves ar~l and /3r+s_1 unchanged and a2r = a2, ß2r = ß2. Therefore (aß)r

= (aß)1+s. Thus we have

(c') if    u = v,    then    r = 1+5.

Suppose next that v = w. Then there exists a yGT7 with order z/. By inter-

changing the roles of ß and 7 we obtain crß = ßr. Hence we have

(d') if    v = w,    then    5 = 0.

From (c') and (d') we see that if u = w then r = \. If u>w then fT=f for all

/GT7. Hence in all cases 0/=/ for all f&F. It follows that cr is the auto-

morphism \p defined in §3. In order to conclude that TV is an abelian group

isomorphic to G we need one more restriction on r, namely

(e') if   »Í4,    then    r = 1.

Proof of (e'). We already have w^4. Suppose w = 4 and n<l. Then

r = l+w/2=3, and (a, cr)2=a1+, = e. Hence (a, a) and all its conjugates have

order 2. Now TV contains at least one element of order 4. Such an element

must be of the form (b, v) where b has order 2. Choose c6G^4 such that

<ba = arlb, <bß=ß, and (bf=f for all/GT7. Then TV contains

(a, c)(e, o-)~l(4>a, <6<7<^_1)(e, er) = (b, e/>er<£-1<r).

Hence v = 4>o-<p~icr. Now e/> leaves every element of order 2 fixed and so <bo<frlo~b

= o2b = b. It follows that (b, <po-<p~1o-)2 = e, a contradiction. Thus (e') is

proved.

The conditions (a') through (e') are identical to the conditions (a) through

(e) of §3. It follows by Property V that (a, a) and its conjugates generate

the abelian group G(r, s). Thus G(r, 5)CTV and from Lemma 4 we have

G(r, 5)= TV. Therefore in this case TV is abelian, in fact isomorphic to G.

8. The case n = 2m, Qx(N)^G. There remains the case where Qi(TV) is a

proper subgroup of G. Since Çi(TV) is a characteristic subgroup of G by Lemma

1, it follows that <2i(TV) contains no elements of orcler u. Since w'=w by

Lemma 12, it follows that TV contains at least one element of order w, say
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{a, <r). Then a(EQi(N) and hence au,2 = e. By (15) we have trul2 = I. Hence

applying (14)

eS (a, a)"12 = (o-a/a)"«"'2-1»4.

Now (10) gives us (aa/a)2 — e, and since m is a power of 2 this implies that

m = 4. Furthermore a, a, and aa/a all have order exactly 2. By (13) we have

(25) (*g/gY= e    for all    gGG.

We have just proved that G is an abelian group whose elements have

maximal order 4. Hence G has at most two nontrivial proper characteristic

subgroups: the subgroup consisting of all squares which we shall denote by

Gs, and the subgroup generated by the elements of order 2 which we shall

denote by Gt. Clearly G.QG,. Now Qi(N), GHN, Qi(N*), and G(^N* are
characteristic subgroups of G. We shall now determine these four groups.

Suppose first that a is a square, say a = b2. Then ab/b has order 4, which

contradicts (25). Hence a is not a square. Since a(EQi(N) it follows that

Qi(N)=Gt.
Now aay^a and hence a(a, <r)S(o, <r)a. Therefore aQN* or aQGr\N*.

Therefore Gi~\N*CZGs. By assumption we have GC\NÇ.N* which is equiva-

lent to GC\NQGr\N*. Also aa/a is a nontrivial element of GH\N. Thus we

have GsQGnNQGr\N*CGs. Hence

(26) GC\N = G H N* =Gs.

An immediate consequence of (26) is that GC\N*Ç.N. By Lemma 3,

Qi(N*) is a proper subgroup of G. Hence we can interchange the roles of N

and N* in the above discussion and obtain Qi(N*)—Gt. Thus we have

(27) Qi(N) = Qi(N*) « G(.

Now let (¿>, t) be any element of N. If (&, r) has order 4, then by the

above discussion t2 = I. By (16) (b, r) cannot have order 3. If the order of

(b, t) is 1 or 2, then clearly r2 = /. Hence if r is any element of Q2(N), then

t2 = I. It follows that Q2(N) is an abelian group, the direct product of cyclic

groups of order 2.

Let A' be the subgroup of A7 consisting of all elements of N of the form

(e, t). Then Q2(A') is a subgroup of Q2(N). There exists a subgroup A of

(¿¡(AO such that Q2(N) is the direct product of A and Q2(A'):

Q2(N) =IX C2(¿').

Now we let N be the subgroup of N consisting of all elements with second

component in A. Then N=NA'.

Now let (e, r) be an element of A'. Then since A'ç^N, (e, r) must com-

mute with all elements of N* and hence r must leave all elements of Qi(N*)

fixed. By (27), Qi(N*) =Qi(N) and hence r leaves all elements of Qi{N) fixed.
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Now Q2(N) is abelian. Hence (e, r) belongs to the center of TV. Thus A' is

contained in the center of TV. Clearly AT\N consists of the identity alone.

Hence TV is the direct product of TV and A':

(28) TV = TV X A'.

We need now only show that TV is abelian. To do this we need more informa-

tion about the groups G and TV.

If X is the automorphism of G such that \g=g~r for all gÇzG, then X leaves

every element of order 2 fixed and belongs to the center of A. Hence (e, X)

belongs to the centralizer of TV*, that is (e, X)GTV. Hence (e, X)G^4'-

Now suppose (e, 0)G^4', (b^L Then there is an automorphism of TV,

and hence an inner automorphism of H, sending (e, X) into (e, <b). But X is in

the center of A. Hence <p=\. Therefore A' has order 2 and consists of the

two elements e and (e, X).

Let £ be the element of A such that £a = a, £/3 =/3_1, and £/=/ for all/GF.

Then £ leaves every element of Qi(N) and GC\N* fixed. Let (b, t) be any

element of TV* and g an element of G. Now by Lemma 5, rg/g(E.Gr\N*.

Hence ¡t(rg/g) =rg/g or itrg = $¡grg/g. Clearly !;g/g is a square and hence an

element of Gi^N. Now (b, r) must commute with %g/g and hence r(i;g/g)

— %g/g or T^g~Tgig/g- Therefore £rg = T¡;g for all g(EG and hence %t=t%. It

follows that (e, £) commutes with all elements of TV* and hence (e, £)G7V.

Thus (e, £)G^4'. By definition £^X. Hence £ = /, and therefore ß2 = e. Now

a is an element of Gt but not an element of G8. Hence G is not cyclic. It fol-

lows that ßy^e, and hence ß has order 2. Therefore Gf^N = Gs has order 2

and consists of the two elements e and a2. Clearly both elements of GC\N are

left fixed by all </>G^4. In particular, if gGG, then <rg/gG.Gi^N and hence

(29) <b(cg/g) = crg/g

for all gG.G, <f><=A.
Since a is not a square, we can choose a basis for G that includes a. Sup-

pose this basis contains another element of order 2, say c. Then there is a

4>(E.A such that <pa = a, <pc = ac, and hence <p~xc = ac. Now TV contains the

element

(e, <b)(a, c)(e, 0)-1 = (a, e/xrc^-1).

It follows that e^ere/)-1 is either er or erX. Now erXc = oc~x = ere. Hence, using (29),

we have

ac = 4>(j4rlc = <f>a(ac) = 4>{(ac)a(ac)/(ac)} = c(ac)/a = acaa/a ^ ere,

a contradiction. Hence any basis for G contains exactly one element of order

4 and exactly one element of order 2. Therefore <2i(/V) has order 4. Since TV

does not contain any elements of the form (e, t), t¿¿I, it follows that TV

and Qi(TV) have the same order, namely 4. Hence by (28) TV is the direct
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product of a group of order 4 and a group of order 2. It follows that N is

abelian.

Thus an abelian group of order 2m cannot have a holomorph isomorphic

to the holomorph of a group that is not abelian. If we combine this fact with

the results of §4 and §5 we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 3. If a group N has a holomorph isomorphic to the holomorph of

a finite abelian group, then N is abelian.

Now in [5] it is shown that two finite abelian groups have isomorphic

holomorphs if and only if they are isomorphic. Thus we have:

Theorem 4. // a finite abelian group G and an arbitrary group N have

isomorphic holomorphs, then G and N are isomorphic.
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